Benefits of being a Certified Cybersecurity
Modality: Self-Paced Learning
Duration: 1 Hour
SATV Value:
CLC:
NATU:
SUBSCRIPTION: Learn, Master

About this Course:
The advent of innovative futuristic technology has revolutionized the business world of today and
tomorrow. Businesses of today are heavily reliant on technology and strive to adopt newer IT
practices to revamp the structure of their business and organization. This heavy reliance on
information technology has augmented the need to adopt robust information security and
cybersecurity practices. Resultantly, cybersecurity has become one of the topmost priorities of ITbased businesses and these businesses are willing to invest major resources in augmenting the
standards of information security in their businesses.
This course is aimed at professionals and students beginning their professional careers or striving to
pursue a career in the niche of information security. The teachings of this entry-level course help
professionals realize the benefits of achieving cybersecurity certifications and help them understand
the true value of the cybersecurity courses. There is a great potential of successfully securing a wellpaid reputable job in the IT sector for professionals having cybersecurity certification.

Course Objectives:
The core objective of this course is to enhance the knowledge of cybersecurity among professionals
and students aiming to pursue a career in the field of information technology. This course provides an
overview of the benefits of being a certified cybersecurity professional and helps the student explore
the endless career possibilities and advantages of having such certification.

Audience:
This course is tailored for the following group of professionals:
IT Experts and Professionals
Data Scientists
Students with a keen interest in the niche of cybersecurity

Prerequisites:
There are no obligatory prerequisites for this course and professionals with a surface knowledge of
information technology and information security can relish the maximum benefits from the teachings
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of this course.

Course Outline:
Benefits of being a Certified Cybersecurity
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